
The key pieces you need, season after season. Our
favorite DYI pieces o�ered in our premium studio to
street fabrications. Designed to seamlessly transition
you from studio activity to street motion. New colors, 
print, and textures o�ered each season.
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SS20200 -  EASY RACER
Easy �t racer back tank - smooth �t around neck and chest before 
relaxing at hip for the perfect �t.  Feel covered through the armhole

and still feminine with scoop neck and curved hem. Classic silhouette
can be worn in the studio or out on the town in our stretch jersey.

$21 |  $46  

SS20201 -  MODERN MUSCLE
Relaxed �t muscle tank - coverage through the chest but a 

slightly lower armhole to show o� the top of your favorite bra. 
Body �ts relaxed through the chest, waist, and hip. 

Designed for our studio to street, stretch jersey.

$21 |  $46   

White |  H. Grey |  Black 
Jersey: 100% Cotton

White |  H. Grey |  Black 
Jersey: 100% Cotton

White |  H. Grey |  Black 
Jersey: 100% Cotton

White |  H. Grey |  Black 
Jersey: 100% Cotton

SS20203 -  EASY VEE
Easy �t vneck tee - smooth �t around neck and chest
before relaxing at hip for the  perfect �t.  Curved hem

for a bit more coverage.This classic silhouette can be worn
in the studio or out on the town in our stretch jersey

$22 |  $48 .

SS20204 -  EASY CREW
Easy �t crew neck tee - smooth �t around neck and chest 

before relaxing at hip for the perfect �t.  Curved hem
for a bit more coverage. This classic silhouette can be worn

in the studio or out on the town in our stretch jersey.

$22 |  $48
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White |  H. Grey |  Black 
Jersey: 100% Cotton

White |  H. Grey |  Black 
Jersey: 100% Cotton

SS20206 -  CROP TEE
 Relaxed �t cropped tee. Dropped armhole and no 
shaping through body makes it great for oversized 

layering. Cropped length hits at top of 
DYI high rise. (19”)

$22 |  $48 .

SS20205 -  BOYFRIEND TEE
Relaxed �t through body and sleeves for that lived-

in feel of your favorite tee. Dropped armhole
with secured rolled cu� for a bit more attitude.
Designed for movement in our stretch jersey.

$22 |  $48 .

White |  H. Grey |  Black 
Jersey

White |  H. Grey |  Black 
Jersey: 100% Cotton

SS20300 -  POCKET LS
Relaxed body with slim �t sleeves, this long length

top will be your best friend apres studio or for weekend
adventures. Designed for movement in our stretch jersey.

$23 |  $52

SS20207 -  SUNRISE FLOW TUNIC
Ultra relaxed �t, elbow length tunic top.  Open scoop neck

for a feminine feel as A-line silhouette opens up towards hem.
Longer length for bum coverage with leggings.

$23 |  $52



H. Grey |  Black 
Soft French Terry: 95% cotton 5% Spandex

H. Grey |  Black 
Soft French Terry: 95% cotton 5% Spandex

H. Grey |  Black 
Soft French Terry: 95% cotton 5% Spandex

H. Grey |  Black 
Soft French Terry: 95% cotton 5% Spandex
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SS20304 -  MOCK SWEATSHIRT
Relaxed �t, pullover with long length for more coverage through
the bum & hips. Mock neck gives this piece a dressed up feel, 

while stretch french terry cozies up to your skin. 
As a bonus...look for pockets.

$32 |  $70 .

SS20303 -  CROP HOODIE
Relaxed �t hoodie gives any out�t some attitude.

Cozy hood and cropped length in our favorite 
soft, stretch french terry

$29 |  $65 . 

SS20302 -  CROP SWEATSHIRT
Relaxed �t crop pullover with banded hem for a smooth, 
slim �t at high hip. Roomy sleeves with ultra low armhole

to embrace your movements. Cover up in style 
in our soft stretch french terry.

$29 |  $65 .

SS20301 -  BASIC CREW
Relaxed �t crew is an everyday essential layer

sitting nicely at hip length. Designed for movement
in our soft, stretch french terry

$27 |  $60 .. 
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